
Groundhog
day (9/10)

A cynic man,Phil, is confronted with a bizarre experience. First,
cannot believe, then amused, then enjoys, then fights, until gives
up to accept the reality. Gradually begins to use that as an
opportunity/power to learn, mend lives and relationships. Comes
out of it as a changed man. More humane, considerate and loving.
Also finds the love of his life through the experience.

Rita's character is opposite to Phil.
She is one of the main driving
forces for him to change, even
though he doesn’t know it
consciously. Other major
secondary characters, Larry and
Ned, are there to highlight contrast
between phil and others.

Bizarre/Fantastical experience is seen as
first power and then curse. Power is  used
as an opportunity to improve both the hero
and other people's lives. A cynic is generally
a failed romantic at heart. Groundhog day is
a reflection of everybody's life where we all
go on with our lives with same routine and
boredom, hardly changing and reflecting

A major classic in its genre. Great
spiritual dimension to the main story.
Treatment is both very mainstream and
profound at the same time. Phil's
character is very interesting and played
perfectly by Murray. Rita's character is
very endearing and played well too.
Solutions don’t happen easily (ex- Phil
first tries to get Rita with his new power
and fails, but later realizes that to win a
nice woman's heart, he has to stop
trying hard and become a better person
first)

Hardly any. Perhaps the
climax could have little bit
more twist/duration after
Phil finds out that the day
has moved ahead finally

Big (8/10) A kid,Josh, who wants to be tall/big so that he could impress a girl
in his class is given that wish suddenly. First, cannot believe and
tries to go back but fails, then amused, then starts enjoying and
settles in this new life  His buddy, Billy, who's like a elder figure to
him, helps him in this new life and they both are still trying to locate
the machine to help josh get out of the strange predicament. Josh
realizes the power of big body with kid's mind and uses that to his
advantage plus changing other people's lives too, most notably
Susan's. His new life helps him grow so much that he outgrows the
dependency of billy. Eventually there is a conflict as he still longs
his childhood but also loves Susan. Finally, let go of Susan to
embrace better reality, but in the process learning about himself,
about adult world and changing Susan

Susan's character is opposite of
Josh. She is ambitious and clever,
but eventually is done by the
innocence of Josh. Billy is an elder
brother figure to Josh who also
goes through some realization in
the end that he is not always going
to remain superior. Mr Macmillan
is a kid in an old/wise man's body
who relates with Josh and
becomes a father figure to him.

Bizarre/Fantastical experience is seen as
both power and then curse. Power is  used
as an opportunity to improve both the hero
and other people's lives.  Exposes hypocrisy
and mediocrities of adult life. Demonstrates
how adults could learn a lot from the
innocence of kids which they have lost while
growing up. A clever, ambitious, cynic
person like Susan could be actually  a failed
romantic longing for true love. What you
really wish to happen could not be a great
blessing when it really happens, like Josh
becoming Big and then wanting to go back.

Interesting premise. Simple story told
very well with many interesting scenes.
Tom Hanks delivers a flawless
performance. Dilemma/conflict of
choosing between Susan and his old
life is well developed and resolved in
the end without getting too sentimental
or too cold.

Some of the characters' ,
like Susan's bf, bit
cliched. Phil wants to be
big but this desire not
created that well in the
start. Movie does look bit
dated and from 80's
unlike some timeless
classics such as it’s a
wonderful life and
groundhog day.

What
Women
want (6.75
/10)

Nick is a smug, sexist kind of guy who thinks he is too clever and
charming. He gets a sudden power and is first shocked by it. Tries
hard to get rid of it, but is unsuccessful. Starts accepting it and
realizes that he is not at all popular with most women and they
actually hate him. He also gets attracted to Darcy and uses the
power to score over her. He uses the power to get ahead in the
career too. But eventually he starts using the power more to
understand women and uses that to mend his relationships with
them. So power becomes boon to him to grow internally and also
to fix his external life. The final act happens when he loses the
power and now has the option of either concealing that past
advantage from Darcy or telling the truth. Obviously, as he has
now grown out of his manipulative self, takes the latter, more
difficult route and finally wins over Darcy.

Darcy's character and Nick's
daughter are two most important
characters in Nick's life and both
help him in finding his true self in
this story.

Bizarre/Fantastical experience is seen as
first curse and then power. Power is  used
as an opportunity to improve both the hero
and other people's lives. The ones who are
supposedly charming and successful with
women could not be so at all in reality. In
the end, even the most tough looking and
ambitious women (like Darcy) are simple
girls in their hearts looking for true love.
People might behave very different from
what they are actually thinking.

A very mouth watering premise handled
reasonably well with interesting
dialogues and scenes. Both Mel Gibson
and Helen hunt well cast. Film has a
very mainstream Hollywood feel right
from the characters, offices, landscape
of Chicago etc. Stays within its context
and limitations

The major negative: once
the main hook was
released, it was very
predictable after that.
There were not enough
twists/turns after Nick
realizes the truth about
women, his daughter and
himself. It was just an
upward, mending journey
after that with a minor
challenge towards the
end. Also, some of
characters in the office
could have been less
cliched.
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Bruce
Almighty
(6/10)

Bruce is a regular guy with one overriding ambition to become
prime time newsreader. His marriage is going fine, but he does not
value it too much as he is more into getting ahead in the career. He
thinks he is very talented for the job but just unlucky and victim of
politics to get ahead. Blames God for his miseries. Gets
strange/bizarre power to control everything. At first, is amused,
shaken but soon starts using it to his advantage. Everything starts
going well for him until it becomes too much for him to handle this
power. Starts losing his wife whom he realizes he really loves and
cares about  Wants to get her back at any cost. Eventually gives
the power back and now takes control of his life and gets things in
order. Experience helps him grow as a person and realize the
importance of courage and self action rather than blaming
God/others for his problems.

The God's character is actually
helping Bruce finding himself
through this lesson. Bruce's wife is
another tool in the story whose
separation leads Bruce to his
discovery and realizing what he
really cares about. Steve Carell's
character  is although an
antagonist here, but in a way he
represents opposite of Bruce's
insecurities and failings.

Bizarre/Fantastical experience is seen as
first power and then curse. Power is  used
as an opportunity to improve both the hero
and other people's lives first externally and
then internally too. One has to finally fight
one's battles without any help or external
powers. One does not realize what one has
until he loses it. God cannot listen to your
every wish as that will cause mayhem.

A grand premise handled only
reasonably well, that too mostly due to
the performance of Morgan Freeman
and few interesting scenes. Sets up
certain scenes and characters pretty
well for good pay off (The Dog for
example). Few really funny scenes (Ex
Steve carrel's bumbling controlled by
Bruce)

Very predictable once
Bruce runs into trouble
with his power. Bruce's
goal of getting ahead in
his job very cliched.
Bruce's character hardly
well developed into likable
even till the end. Jim
Carrey not well cast as he
goes over the top many
times which is sort of out
of context in this kind of
story.
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